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…SF on a broader scale…its metaphors apply to a very human 
tangle of  loyalty and betrayal, politics and idealism—Wells and 
Orwell updated….

—Locus, June 2005
The third volume of  the Marq’ssan cycle, Tsunami, confirms 

what the second volume, Renegade, made clear: the narrative drive 
and sheer invention of  the work is more than up to the size, scope, 
and ambition of  this extraordinary project. What a grand job! What 
a great read! It’s been a long time since I’ve read science fiction with 
such a dramatic grip on the political complexities of  our slow progress 
toward the better world we all wish for.

—Samuel R. Delany, author of  Dhalgren and Trouble on Triton

“[Duchamp] overwhelmingly rises to the challenges she sets her-
self  through the nuanced development of  strong characters over 
the course of  these first three volumes of  the Marq’ssan Cycle…”

—Amy J. Ransom, NYRSF, April 2007

“…easily one of  the best science fiction series I’ve read in years. 
It strips bare the arbitrary structures of  our world (sexuality, gender, 
government) and rebuilds them in complex, new structures that are 
strikingly at odds with our experience.…”

—Sean Melican, Ideomancer, March 2007

“…the closest comparison one might give is to some of  Le Guin’s 
later work—no small recommendation. Worth looking for.”

—Asimov’s, June 2006

“[T]hose with a serious interest in dystopias and particularly 
the feminist version thereof  should find L. Timmel Duchamp’s 
Marq’ssan Cycle a rewarding experience.”

—NYRSF, December 2005

“Politically savvy and philosophically relevant, this title puts a 
human face on today’s problems.”

—Library Journal, June 15, 2005
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Since woman’s greatest misfortune has been that she was 

looked upon as either angel or devil, her true salvation lies in 

being placed on earth; namely, in being considered human, 

and therefore subject to all human follies and mistakes.

—Emma Goldman

The individual is the heart of society, conserving the essence 

of social life; society is the lungs which are distributing the 

element to keep the life essence—that is, the individual—

pure and strong.

—Emma Goldman

There is not a single penal institution or reformatory in the 

United States where men are not tortured “to be made good,” 

by means of the black-jack, the club, the strait-jacket, the 

water-cure, the “humming bird” (an electrical contrivance 

run along the human body), the solitary, the bull-ring, and 

starvation diet. In these institutions his will is broken, his 

soul degraded, his spirit subdued by the deadly monotony 

and routine of prison life. In Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania, 

Missouri, and in the South, these horrors have become so 

flagrant as to reach the outside world, while in most other 

prisons the same Christian methods still prevail. But prison 

walls rarely allow the agonized shrieks of the victims to 

escape—prison walls are thick, they dull the sound. Society 

might with greater immunity abolish all prisons at once, 

than to hope for protection from these twentieth-century 

chambers of horrors.

—Emma Goldman (1910)



Chapter One

[i]
Speeding away from the island, the boat bumped over the sur-

face of  the sea as though it were a washboard. The violent jolts and 
loud slaps, steady and rhythmical, drove the Mozart out of  her head 
and stilled her fingers’ movement on the imaginary keyboard she had 
made of  the railing. She loved the wild violence of  the wind tearing 
through her hair, whipping into her eyes. It helped her forget that 
stifling house, clearing her head of  its suffocating opulence, its de-
mand that all speech be muffled, all laughter be smothered. As far 
as she could tell only her music ever pierced its hush. The staff  crept 
about so silently, their voices so discreetly lowered, that she could not 
imagine that any of  them had the faintest breath of  life in them. 
How different from her grandmother’s house, where people sang and 
laughed and joked—outside her grandmother’s presence, of  course, 
but perceptibly, all over the house—and where there had been those 
who would tease her, making her giggle and shriek until her throat 
was too full of  phlegm to talk. There were none like that here. But 
then, except for one woman, the entire staff  consisted of  men. What 
else could you expect from a house full of  males?

Gray and heavy, the horizon stretched endlessly, looming low over 
the waves spuming sick green-gray and brown foam. She would ask 
him to replace the worst of  her tutors. It was worth a try. He had said, 
after all, that if  she “gave them a chance” a while longer and she still 
could not stand them, he’d consent to their being replaced. Of  course 
he didn’t want to bother. That was the real reason behind his reluc-
tance to change them. She had given up on persuading him to any 
larger concessions. He certainly wouldn’t let her return to Barbados; 
nor would he let her return to Crowder’s, which though horrible was 
not quite as bad as exile here. She saw now that she could have gotten 
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used to Crowder’s, could have gotten used to all the nonsense enforced 
at schools—for then, at least, she wouldn’t have been so alone, so swal-
lowed up by silence as she was here.

Alexandra blinked and held her face tight to keep the threatened 
tears at bay. “Don’t feel sorry for yourself, it does no good,” she imagined 
Mama saying to her. And she reminded herself: You’re a woman now, 
Alexandra. You’re sixteen. Self-pity is childish. And it could be worse.

Could it? Alexandra found that hard to believe. Even her moth-
er admitted it was bad. But then the very thought of  being around 
him turned Mama’s stomach. He wasn’t as bad as he’d first seemed, 
though. Once you understood how sad and lonely he was, it was easy 
to see why he got so nasty at times. He needed someone to take care 
of  him.

But not me, Alexandra protested under her breath. Not me, I 
hardly know him. If  Elizabeth hadn’t left him like that, everything 
would have been all right. He claimed Elizabeth owed him an infinite 
amount of  loyalty and gratitude. Elizabeth’s letter, though, put it dif-
ferently. Alexandra’s heart lifted at the thought that Elizabeth had 
cared enough about her to risk sending it. Elizabeth had been worried 
that she might feel abandoned by her, had wanted her to know that 
things were more complicated—and uglier—than she, Alexandra, 
would ever know. Surely Elizabeth had been right to go like that if  
there were no other way for her to have gotten free of  a burden she 
could no longer bear? Mama had been so evasive, so cagey when talking 
about Elizabeth. And then had suddenly given her that shivery serious 
look and said, “It will be up to you now, Alexandra. Without Elizabeth 
to manage him you’ll have to learn how to do it. You know how he feels 
about me. There’s only you, now.” And then all that talk about Daniel, 
about how Papa had “given up on him.” Mama always talked in that 
vague, hard-to-understand way whenever the subject was something 
important, as though she didn’t really want her to understand.

Alexandra realized that some of  the wet was not sea spray, but 
rain. In this climate she always felt chilled to the bone—except, of  
course, when sitting in the bath or sauna or before a wood fire. Even 
during the summer she’d found her fingers cold and stiff  enough to 
make playing difficult. But no one else up here seemed to notice the 
cold. They said that sometimes it snowed here. What would it be like, 
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snow on the ocean and on the beach? Would ice cover the rocks even 
with the surf  crashing over them? Alexandra stared down into the wa-
ter and thought of  how cold it must be. Hypothermia in ten or fifteen 
minutes, Peters often mumbled at her to try to get her to stay inside 
the cabin. “Don’t want to fall in, Ms. Sedgewick, do you. Hypothermia 
in ten or fifteen minutes for someone with your build.” Of  course he 
just wanted to make her uncomfortable. Mama had explained about 
how Papa’s Higgins-run staff  would regard her as a nuisance and pos-
sible threat.

Everything was so complicated, so dark. Not like Barbados where 
everything was light, simple, open, warm. Most of  the people on 
Papa’s staff  were just plain creepy. Whatever you do, darling, don’t ask 
questions about anything you don’t understand. Security people don’t 
like questions. So she followed Mama’s advice and tried figuring things 
out for herself. Security people, Mama said: even though he was “on 
leave,” probably for good. And when explaining about why everyone 
was after Elizabeth, Mama had said that as far as Security people were 
concerned, once a Security person always a Security person: retire-
ment or leave only referred to stopping work, not stopping being that 
kind of  person, anymore than someone could stop being an executive. 
Elizabeth, for instance, would always be an executive, no matter that 
she had gone renegade. Certain things were immutable.

Alexandra spotted land. Finally! The cold had been close to driv-
ing her into the cabin, but she knew she could hold out the few min-
utes more. These Wednesday afternoon runs to the mainland were 
always the same, of  course, but they broke the dullness and silence 
and sameness of  the house. What if  she went the other two afternoons 
a week, too? Would she still feel that way? For Peters the run was 
probably boring, maybe even irksome. How many times had he done 
it in his life? But of  course being sub-exec and male he might stop 
in at that tavern down the block from the post office, which would 
give him an interest. Did Peters do those sorts of  things? According 
to Nicole, all Papa’s gorillas sat around gambling and drinking all the 
time they weren’t on duty. And went to the mainland once a week to 
visit the town’s only prostitute. Shivering, Alexandra pulled her cape 
more tightly around her body. A cup of  hot cider would be perfect 
now. She’d have Peters make her something hot on the way back. Tea, 
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probably, would be all they’d have available. Mama, of  course, would 
know how to go about stocking up this boat if  she knew she’d be rid-
ing in it once a week. Well, she’d just have to make herself  learn to do 
those things, too. No one was going to do them for her.

The motor cut out. The rush of  silence roared in Alexandra’s ears 
as the boat drifted toward the dock and the now-operating magnetic 
field in the prow drew the boat into the berth. Smoothly, with the 
usual audible snick and whine, the boat’s lock engaged. Alexandra 
disembarked, walked the few steps to the autos parked only yards 
from the dock, and snugged down into the little one-seater. She drove 
to town, aware that as usual the buses leaving from the fish process-
ing plant were about half  a minute’s drive to the east. Had Peters 
(or whoever else had been coming in for the mail and supplies all 
these years) always timed it so that one came to the intersection of  the 
town’s main street with that road going out to the factory just before 
all those buses did? She’d never know, because she’d never want to 
make as much conversation with Peters as would be necessary to elicit 
such information. Those buses going to and from the factory must be 
the most stir—apart from the islanders’ visits—the town ever experi-
enced. Nicole said there was no longer any vid reception this far out in 
the wilds, so that left only the radio, a slow version of  the internet, and 
DVDs. How did the people living here stand it? No wonder they never 
smiled at her when she smiled at them. They’d probably forgotten 
how. Like everyone (except on rare occasions, Nicole) in that house. 
No wonder Papa said he was “in exile.” No one could possibly choose 
to live in such a place.

She parked outside the post office, within three yards of  its door 
in case the call included parcels, as often happened. She hopped out 
of  the auto and glanced up and down the street. Not a soul, of  course: 
only a mangy, one-eyed, marmalade tom watching her from the win-
dow of  the hardware store. Sighing, Alexandra pulled open the heavy 
glass door. Vernier, seated on her stool behind the counter and listen-
ing (as usual) to a soap on the radio, watched her come in. Alexandra 
wondered if  Vernier had ever in her life cracked even one smile—even 
as a kid, which Alexandra found hard to believe someone as spare and 
gray and sere as the postmaster had ever been…

“Good afternoon,” Alexandra said, approaching the counter.
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“Afternoon, Ms. Sedgewick.”
Alexandra handed her the large leather bag. “It’s a pretty chilly 

day,” she said.
Vernier grunted, then turned away from the counter and shuffled 

into the back room. Alexandra leaned against the counter and stared 
at the pictures of  vid-stars plastering the walls of  Vernier’s domain. 
In one picture a man and a woman—dressed like executives—gazed 
into one another’s eyes as they held glasses of  champagne in toasting 
position. Did the people who wrote or designed such things realize 
the preposterousness of  it? If  they did, they must be terribly cynical, 
laughing up their sleeves at the millions who were addicted to such 
images. If  they didn’t, they were pretty out of  it. Either way, the pic-
ture made Alexandra queasy.

Vernier returned with the leather bag hooked over her shoulder. 
“Here’s all the flat stuff,” she said, dumping the bag onto the counter. 
“But there’re some packages, too.”

She couldn’t recapture last week’s excitement over all the parcels 
that had come for her birthday, but there might still be other things 
for her. The scores and compact discs she’d ordered in September, for 
one thing. Or clothing. Mama and Grandmother were always sending 
her clothing, though it was doubtful she’d be getting anything from 
them so soon after her birthday.

After a long, boring five minutes Vernier finally appeared with a 
dolly-load of  parcels. Flipping a section of  the counter up to let her-
self  out, she wheeled the dolly out into the customers’ side. When 
Alexandra reached for the leather bag, Vernier said sharply, “I’ll get 
that as long as I’m taking all this stuff  out to your vehicle. You can 
hold the door open for me.”

Alexandra moved ahead of  Vernier, pushed open the door, and 
stood outside with her back against it while Vernier trundled past. 
Alexandra then unlocked the carrier set into the roof  of  the auto and 
watched as Vernier unloaded the dolly into it. “See you next week,” 
Alexandra said when Vernier had finished.

“Good-bye, Ms. Sedgewick.” Vernier turned and went back into 
the post office. Alexandra looked up and down the deserted street, 
got into the auto, and started the motor. Vernier was the only woman 
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other than Nicole she had seen in the last two months. But she was so 
aloof  she might as well not even be there.

Alexandra spent the return crossing inside the cabin with Peters, 
sipping tea and sorting the mail. Her haul was above average—letters 
from Grandfather Raines, Sarah, and Mama, and two packages. She 
would wait until she got home to open anything. Having Peters there 
would ruin everything. Except for a letter for Professor Hands, the rest 
of  the mail was for Papa, of  course.

As they docked, Alexandra observed the small jet parked next 
to her father’s at one end of  the landing strip. No one ever came to 
the island—not even Mama. In fact, Mama sent her letters to the 
Georgetown house, from which they were forwarded, precisely because 
Papa insisted that the tightest secrecy of  his whereabouts be main-
tained. She stared hard at the plane, and her pulse quickened. Could 
he have changed his mind and allowed a visit here? As a special—
late—birthday present? He was always giving her things for no reason 
at all. Maybe he had finally figured out that visits from Grandmother 
or Mama would be better presents than things like jewelry.

Alexandra went in as usual through the northeast door. Higgins 
was waiting for her. “Your father asked me to tell you that tea with 
him is canceled today and that he won’t be able to see you until din-
ner.” He spoke stiffly and kept his eyes fixed on a spot on the wall 
behind her. But then he never made eye-contact with her. The only 
person Higgins ever seemed to actually look at was her father.

“That plane outside…?”
Higgins’s pasty face gave nothing away. “A visitor who’s with your 

father right now.”
“Oh,” Alexandra said. “I see.” She moved past him and slowly as-

cended the staircase. At the landing she paused for a moment to listen 
to the silence before heading to the east wing. She would light the fire 
in the Music Room and read her letters and have tea there. It would 
be fun skipping those long two-plus hours with him.

In the east wing the wind howled and the waves seemed almost 
to be thumping the house. Alexandra went into the Music Room and 
dumped her mail and parcels on the sofa. Before even taking off  her 
cape she went to the fireplace, grabbed one of  the long matches from 
the basket on the mantelshelf, and crouched to light the ready-laid 
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fire. But she froze when she heard the word “Weatherall” eerily pro-
jected within the cavernous hollow of  the fireplace. “Hill wants to 
know whether it’s possible she could still get into Security’s system 
if  she tried to,” the same voice went on. It must, Alexandra thought, 
be coming from the Small Study, which was directly below the Music 
Room, somehow carried up by the shared chimney. They must be 
standing right by the fireplace, or maybe sitting in the padded leather 
chairs flanking it.

Her father’s rumble was much lower, much less audible. Alexandra 
strained to hear. “…likely. If  you want to be sure, you’ll have to…the 
whole damned system.” Alexandra could barely make out her fa-
ther’s words.

“Would it be possible for her to dip into files and then destroy 
them afterwards?” the other man said, his voice clear and distinct.

“If  she can get in at all, yes,” her father said, his voice appreciably 
louder. “Why, has a file disappeared?”

“Several recon satellite picture and analysis files, all of  them to 
do with those training camps the Free Zone bitches are operating. 
Whoever broke in wiped every damned file, right after which the 
aliens zapped every fucking one of  our recon sats.”

After a few very long seconds, during which Alexandra remem-
bered her mother’s warning that she not under any circumstances lis-
ten to anything to do with Security business, not even if  her father 
wished her to—The less you know, the safer you are. You never know, 
Alexandra, you never know what to expect. You mustn’t eavesdrop, you 
mustn’t let him talk to you about any of it. Clear? —her father’s voice, 
unusually loud and distinct, floated up the chimney: “I suggest you 
take it that there’s a serious likelihood she’s gone to work for the aliens, 
Wedgewood. That kind of  coincidence can’t be accidental.”

“There’s more, sir,” the other voice said.
“Go on.”
“The aliens have been making one strike a month against corporate 

targets. For four consecutive months they’ve hit in descending order 
of  importance companies Booth has major holdings in. Nobody knows 
for sure how much he’s lost, but it has to be considerable. Probably 
between twenty-five and thirty-five percent of  his entire holdings.”
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Her father made a barking sound Alexandra identified as a laugh. 
“That cinches it, Wedgewood. There’s no other way the aliens could 
know his portfolio. She kept tabs on it, I know that for a fact. And if  
there’s anyone that bitch would be after—besides myself—it would 
be Booth…Booth first, and then me.”

After a long pause the other man said, “Hill is pressuring me to 
divulge your whereabouts. He’s damned anxious about you.”

“Hill can fuck himself.”
“He’s been breathing down my neck on this. And considering his 

shake-up—which is still on-going—it’s not clear I won’t be canned, 
too, if  I don’t give him something.”

“Balls. He’s purged everyone who’s demonstrated long-term loy-
alty to Weatherall. You weren’t one of  them. He knows he can’t run 
the Company without the help of  old-timers. He’ll keep you on at 
least until he thinks he’s figured out how to run Security Services. Not 
that he’ll ever be able to, not Hill. After all, we told him how to run the 
Justice Department. And Booth knows squat about Security.”

“It’s a godawful mess, I have to say that.”
“Damned straight it is.”
There was a silence. Alexandra, noticing that her thighs had 

cramped, scratched the tip of  the match over a brick, watched the 
match flare into flame, and touched the flame to the screws of  paper 
nestled among the kindling. She stood up and stepped back from the 
fireplace. She shouldn’t have listened, she thought. If  he were to find 
out… Pushing aside the ugly memory of  the scene they’d had over 
Elizabeth, Alexandra backed away from the fireplace and glanced over 
her shoulder at the closed, though not locked, door. Someone could 
have come into the room and caught her eavesdropping. She had been 
stupid, terribly stupid. She picked up the remote to the compact disc 
player and cued up the recording of  Avison concerti. Then she took 
her handset from her pocket and ordered tea. Finally, she turned to the 
parcels. The largest one held scores. She glanced through them and laid 
them aside. If  the visitor continued to occupy Papa, she could sight-
read through some of  them after dinner. The other parcel, she saw as 
she stared at the address label, had originally been sent to Crowder’s, 
and had then been forwarded to Georgetown, and from there to here. 
Odd. Surely everyone who knew she had gone to Crowder’s knew she 
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had left there not long after she’d arrived. It must have been a mistake 
by a service-tech who’d been given the old address through careless-
ness. That kind of  thing sometimes happened.

Pulling the plastifoam away she found four elegant, leather-bound 
books. She opened one of  them and saw that it had been specially 
done with thick vellum pages and old-fashioned type. She’d seen such 
books in the library downstairs and also in the Georgetown house, 
but had never owned one. As she leafed through the one titled The 
Oppoponax, a slip of  flimsy fell out. Curious, Alexandra unfolded and 
read it.

9 October, 2086

Alexandra,

I didn’t forget your birthday, love. This should reach you by 
the thirteenth, though I can’t be sure. I’m sorry I won’t be 
there to sponsor you at the Diana. But of course Felice will 
see to that for you.

I think of you often and wish I could be there to see you 
come into your womanhood. You have wonderful experiences 
ahead of you, for however the fixed males want us to envy 
their lack, the fact is that we, not they, have the joy of 
incomparable pleasure, and this is something it is impossible 
to regret, however much they would like us to.

You must immediately destroy the wrappings the books came 
in (and don’t even look at the data markings on the label if 
you haven’t already done so), as well as this flimsy—unless, 
of course, you choose to betray me, but I don’t believe for a 
minute that you would.

I hope, love, that your exile from Barbados is growing less 
painful with time. You must keep remembering that when you 
come legally of age you will have the right to choose. And in 
the meantime, seize whatever pleasure comes your way, in 
whatever form. And don’t forget your

Elizabeth, who cares for you.

Alexandra held the flimsy to her cheek. She wished she could keep it, but 
she knew it would be too dangerous for Elizabeth if  she did. After reading it 
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over one more time she wadded it up and gathered the wrappings and mail-
ing label. These she carried to the fireplace.

She hesitated. Before consigning them to flames, she pulled out 
the mailing label and stared at it. Regina, Saskatchewan, the label 
named the parcel’s point of  origin. Alexandra threw everything into 
the fire, seized the poker, and moved the papers around until they had 
all burned. Then she set the firescreen in place and returned to the 
sofa. How could she explain such lovely books to Papa? But he never 
went into her bedroom suite. And besides, he would probably assume 
Grandmother or Grandfather had given them to her. It would never 
occur to him that Elizabeth might contact her.

Saskatchewan…Elizabeth was in Saskatchewan now. That earlier 
letter had been from Ontario. But how dangerous, her sending things 
to Crowder’s: if  Alexandra had not been the one to get the mail to-
day, her father might have seen the parcel and expressed curiosity. Or 
someone at the Georgetown house might have opened it. Tears came 
into Alexandra’s eyes. Elizabeth must care a great deal for her to take 
that kind of  risk.

She picked up the books without even looking at the other three 
titles and carried them to her room. She would not risk the chance of  
someone’s seeing them in the Music Room.

When she returned, wearing a shawl instead of  the cape and with 
her hair freshly brushed, she found that the tea tray had been left 
on the coffee table. Brioche and jam, of  course. Nicole always made 
brioche for Wednesday tea, poppy-seed cake for Thursday, and custard 
tart on Mondays. The other days were “free days,” as Nicole called 
them. When Alexandra had asked her why on Mondays, Wednesdays, 
and Thursdays she invariably baked the same things for tea, Nicole had 
said, “How should I know what’s going through your father’s head? 
Maybe it’s the only way he can keep track of  the days of  the week. You 
think of  a better answer than that, tell me. Or better yet, ask him why 
yourself. I’m just the cook here. I do what I’m told to do.”

“Just the cook,” though, apparently carried clout within the house-
hold power structure, for Alexandra had noticed how careful her fa-
ther’s gorillas were to stay out of  her way—though their inclination, 
as unfixed males, was otherwise. Probably it was difficult to get a cook 
as good as Nicole to live in this godforsaken place. Since Alexandra 
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had taken over the household accounts from Higgins, she knew that 
Nicole got paid three times as much as any other service-tech in the 
household. That kind of  salary told its own tale.

Alexandra set the tray down on the rug in front of  the fire and 
settled against a pile of  cushions to munch the buttery brioche, sip 
the tangy herb tea, and read her letters. If  it were always like this 
she might not mind being here. But tomorrow they’d be back to the 
same old dreary routine, lessons in the morning, piano practice in 
the afternoon, and her father in the evenings. How nice it would be 
to snuggle up beside Mama or Grandmother right now, with Mama 
laughing at something droll her latest girl had been saying, while the 
girl winked at her, Alexandra, as though to laugh at all of  them—her-
self, Mama, and Alexandra. Would those days ever return? Probably 
not. Everything would be different when she came of  age. She would 
be a fully grown woman then, and Mama would probably act toward 
her the way Grandmother acted toward Mama.

Alexandra pressed back her tears—stupid self-pity! she scolded 
herself—and opened Grandfather’s letter first. She would save Mama’s 
for last. They were so silly they invariably made her laugh.

[ii]
Before going down to dinner, Alexandra phoned Higgins for pos-

sible instructions, but Higgins said only that she’d be dining with her 
father and that she was to go down to the Small Study just before eight 
as usual. From her dressing-room window Alexandra could see the 
plane down on the landing strip, so she knew the visitor hadn’t left. 
It had been months since dinner on weeknights had included anyone 
other than herself  and her father. It felt like years, though, when she 
thought of  it. She’d dined with her father every night since that single 
week with Mama in Montreal in July. The addition on Saturday nights 
of  whomever of  her tutors happened to have stayed on the island for 
the weekend made little difference, for they were all subdued around 
him. It had been three months since that week with Mama. It felt like 
an eternity: time passed excruciatingly slowly here.

At three minutes to eight by the jeweled watch her father had 
given her for her birthday, Alexandra tapped on the closed door of  the 
Small Study, turned the ornate glass and brass doorknob, pushed the 
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door open, and stepped in. They had the gas lit in here instead of  the 
electric lights, imbuing the room with its full gothic flavor. Alexandra 
glanced at her father’s face first, to gauge certain things: his mood, his 
level of  inebriation, his attitude toward the man seated in the other 
padded leather chair. Given the conversation about Elizabeth she had 
overheard, Alexandra expected to find his mood horrible. But when he 
saw her the corners of  his mouth contorted in the grimace Alexandra 
had come to accept as a smile, so she knew that against all odds his 
mood was good—and that for some reason he was pleased to see her.

“Alexandra, I’d like you to meet Philip Wedgewood. He’s Director 
of  the Division of  Security Central in Security Services.”

Wedgewood rose to his feet. Conscious of  her duty, Alexandra 
stared into the chilly blue eyes and offered her hand. He gave off  
creepy vibes as only Security people did, and his handshake was limp 
and clammy. Alexandra covertly wiped her hand on her thick Shetland 
and angora tunic and returned the empty formula demanded by his 
saying he was pleased to meet her. She tried to remember an occa-
sion on which she had seen a male executive shaking hands with her 
mother, but none occurred to her.

Papa moved toward her, explaining that they would dine in the 
Informal Dining Room. Grimacing with another of  his grotesque 
smiles, he put his hand on her shoulder. Her shoulder stiffened; and 
it took her great effort to push back the automatic surge of  adrenalin 
any male’s touch inevitably provoked in her. Although—since Mama 
had explained about the conditioning her years of  self-defense cours-
es had set in place—she understood why she had this response, still 
she found it difficult to control. She always had to rein herself  in to 
keep from making a physical defense response. As for Papa, he didn’t 
understand, he only thought her shy or—sometimes—willful. And 
she didn’t know how to explain to him without aggravating what 
Mama said was his most sensitive spot: his lack of  knowledge about 
executive ways. Anyone raised as an executive would understand and 
would not need to be told about conditioning. It was precisely because 
of  misunderstandings like this that they were doomed always to be 
uncomfortable together.

They had the gas lit in the dining room, too, as well as the cande-
labra on the table. In such light her father’s face looked almost attrac-
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tive, for it softened the severity of  its bone structure, the harshness of  
the way he held his jaw, and the tightness around his eyes. The other 
man looked uneasy when Penderel appeared with the soup: perhaps 
he, too, found the butler’s Victorian get-up strange? Alexandra knew 
for a fact that the professors found the extreme Victorianism weird, 
but naturally their experience would be limited. If  Wedgewood found 
it strange…perhaps it was strange? She tried to imagine her mother 
in this setting, but failed. Mama would clash, jarringly—making ei-
ther the Victorianism absurd or her own style ridiculous, depending 
on whether the gothic ambiance was stronger than that her mother 
carried around with her. But of  course such a showdown would never 
take place.

“So,” he said when they’d started their soup. “My daughter and I 
have been following the account in the Executive Times of  the trials 
and tribulations of  restoring the Ballanchine. What’s DC gossip got to 
say on the matter?”

Alexandra stared at him. Since when did her father care about 
ballet? And then it occurred to her: this must be his social persona. It 
couldn’t be for Wedgewood’s sake, not considering everything she’d 
overheard earlier. So did that mean it was for hers? She grew confused 
as she tried to understand what was going on.

Between spoonfuls, Wedgewood said, “Then you know the last 
EMP just about wiped out all plans to revive it—as well as all the oth-
er pre-Blanket performing institutions. But the story is that Ferguson’s 
son is really hot on ballet—he is in fact on the Ballanchine board—
and is pushing Ferguson to giving them preferential treatment on the 
basis of  the importance of  keeping up morale and tone in DC.”

Ferguson, Alexandra guessed, must refer to Jason Ferguson, the 
Secretary of  Energy and Technology.

“But will that be enough to rescue any of  the season?” Papa asked 
skeptically.

Wedgewood smiled. “Perhaps not, but our dear darling Lennox is 
involved, too.”

Papa scowled. Alexandra braced for a storm: obviously Wedgewood 
was not to be counted on to maintain the status quo. “What does that 
traitorous bitch have to do with it, and what would it matter if  she 
were involved, anyway?”
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Before answering, Wedgewood dabbed his napkin to his lips and 
drank from his water glass. “A great deal. She has some bee in her 
bonnet about ballet, too, and is also on the board. But as for her pull, 
well it’s considerable, especially now that she’s served Booth so well.”

Her father glared down the table at her. “Stop dallying, Alexandra, 
and get this stuff  cleared. I think we’ve all finished?”

Alexandra pushed the call button and glanced over at Wedgewood. 
No one had finished, certainly not Wedgewood or herself. Mama had 
told her she changed courses too fast, that people liked a little lag, 
especially after the soup. But they hadn’t even finished their soup. 
Penderel came in and cleared their plates. Alexandra gestured to him 
to pour out more wine.

When Penderel had gone, her father said, “It’s a wonder Booth 
didn’t try to foist her off  on Hill.”

Hill, Alexandra thought, must refer to the Acting Chief  of  Security, 
formerly the Attorney General. She coughed, trying to call attention 
to her presence so that they wouldn’t say things they didn’t want her 
to hear. Apparently she succeeded, for Wedgewood looked pointedly at 
her and then back at her father.

But— “I have full confidence in my daughter’s discretion, 
Wedgewood,” Papa said, staring down the table at her. He said it 
as though it were an important revelation, as though it signified a 
great deal. And the look he was giving her… He turned his stare onto 
Wedgewood, whose austere lips had pursued into even meaner thin-
ness. “One wonders why Booth would find it necessary to reward her. 
After all, she did very little—and precisely because Weatherall was 
wary of  her connection with Booth.”

“Bullshit,” Wedgewood said. “Who the hell do you think did all 
the fingering for Booth before Hill was brought in? No one with any 
Company feeling would have betrayed it to an outsider the way she 
did. That bitch started with Baldridge and worked her way down. 
None of  us are happy to see the kind of  chaos we have to deal with 
now, believe me. I wasn’t a fan of  Weatherall and her people, but I 
sure as hell wouldn’t have fingered them the way that bitch did.”

It was as though she weren’t there, Alexandra thought. Not that 
she had any idea what they were talking about: maybe that’s why he 
had decided they could talk about such things in front of  her?
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“Booth will learn his mistake eventually,” Papa said in his sneer-
ing voice. “He thinks he can gut Security without damaging his own 
interests. But consider, Wedgewood: since the Blanket we alone have 
kept control over the masses. Com & Tran won’t be able to work their 
magic, not without a functioning national vid system. That’s been made 
abundantly clear. As for his control over the Executive—Military will 
surprise them all, I’ve no doubt. We both know what happens when 
Military is left unbridled by Security’s countervailing weight.”

With Penderel’s return, they fell silent. To Alexandra’s uneasy 
surprise, Penderel set the usual bouquet of  parsley by her plate as he 
did every night when he served the entrée. Would her idiosyncrasy be 
tolerated with a guest present?

“So Lennox, you say, is adding her push to getting the Ballanchine 
going.” Papa resumed the previous subject as he conveyed meat from 
the serving dish Penderel held out to him to his plate. “When is it 
thought there will be a first performance?”

“They’re trying for New Year’s, I gather,” Wedgewood said.
Penderel moved around the table to serve Wedgewood. “Then 

we must look into getting tickets for opening night, don’t you think, 
Alexandra?” Her father floated an eerie smile down the table at her.

What was it that was going on? He’d never shown any interest 
in such things before. And now they might be going to DC to watch 
a dance performance? “I’d love to go,” Alexandra said. “I have only 
the foggiest memories of  seeing the Ballanchine before the Blanket.” 
It had been Marie who had taken her to some matinee performanc-
es, Alexandra remembered. Marie…Marie who had been so nice to 
her when everyone else had been so nasty. Marie hadn’t liked Daniel 
at all.

Penderel came around to her and held out the serving dish. 
Alexandra took the fork in her fingers and said, very low, “Don’t forget 
to change the wine before you leave, Penderel.” Penderel wasn’t used 
to serving more than two people at once. And Papa usually took charge 
of  the wine himself. She sighed as she watched Penderel taking away 
her used wine glass. What would Mama say about her drinking wine? 
Nothing good, that was certain. Two glasses with dinner every night. 
Papa considered abstinence from alcohol nonsense and somehow per-
sonally inconvenient to himself. With the kind of life you’re going to be 
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leading, Alexandra, a knowledge of and taste for wine will be essential. 
What did that mean? How little she understood of  life with her father. 
Without anyone to explain it to her would she ever lose her confusion? 
Or was this what it was like being grown up? Everything had been so 
simple before. And now daily everything grew more complicated.

When Penderel left the room and the men lapsed back into their 
“shop talk,” Alexandra munched her parsley, confident they’d never 
notice. They were off  in another world, one wholly foreign to her. 
Which was as she preferred it.


